George Monbiot's incisive polemic Heat (Allen Lane, 2006 (Green Profile, 2008) . The common thread is that they are all recently published, well-written books that increase understanding and provoke debate -whether or not the thesis tallied with the reader's.
If books have changed public attitudes to climate change in the past two decadesand I believe that they have -then it is those that have challenged our preconceptions and taught us something new that deserve the credit. One of the triumphs of Gore's An Inconvenient Truth and Lomborg's The Skeptical Environmentalist was the intense debate that each engendered. The very process of claim slugging it out with counterclaim on Internet message boards and newspaper correspondence pages increased awareness and understanding of the issues being discussed. In the future, the public might opt for dynamic electronic-book titles that can hit screens with up-to-date information and respond to readers' queries. The carbon footprint of 'dead-tree' editions counts against them too, with the extra burden of emissions from production and distribution giving their e-competitors another boost.
In this market, there is little room for generalists without a big name. Newcomers must rely more on the publicity fillip of controversy, or on translating large online followings into book buyers -as with David McKay's surprise hit Sustainable Energy (UIT, 2008) Another Inconvenient Truth may yet spring from the tangle of climate book publishing. Still, there is only one author who has sufficient fame, influence and writing talent to do it on a worldchanging scale. His name is Barack Obama. ■
